INTENDED USE:

READING

“Contardi for reading”
Headboard reading lamps represent a very important category
for Contardi, as they respond to a real need, whether in a
residential or in a hospitality project.
The idea to produce a variety of models with this specific
function comes from the company’s great deal of experience in
contract sector, where functionality is a priority.
At the moment, Contardi offers 7 models, that is to say 44
products considering the several declensions in size and finish,
with such technical and qualitative characteristics making it one
of the widest selections available on the market.

FLEXILED AP
Contardi’s icon, no doubt the most known and specified of our models
worldwide, used in some of the nicest Hotels, Yachts and Homes.
The functional and flexible become couture and fashion, thanks to the soft
leather and the visible stitching. Thicker lens for a diffused light effect, flat lens
for a spot light effect (on demand). Also available in other leather colours, on
demand and according to availability, starting from 10 units.

MANHATTAN AP
Metropolitan design, where classic and modern merge.
Functional light, double pivotant arms and adjustable head.
Also available in RAL finishes, on demand, starting from 10 units.

DUOS AP
Originally made for the Sofitel Hotel in Mandelieu (near Cannes, France).
It provides one light for reading through the adjustable spot and one indirect
light, top and bottom of the shade.
Also available in RAL finishes, on demand, starting from 10 units.

TATA AP
Originally made for the boutique Hotel “Excelsior”, in Pesaro, on the Adriatic
coast (IT), Tata is inspired to the Scandinavian design of the 50s and 60s.
Double illumination, adjustable head.
Also available in RAL finishes, on demand, starting from 10 units.

UP AP
UP is tailored and timeless, enriched by silk details and precious finishes.
UP is a full range range that includes the Floor, Desk and this Wall-Reading light.
Adjustable up and down, right and left, switch on board.
Also available in RAL finishes, on demand, starting from 10 units.

BELLE AP MINI
A functional little sculpture, BELLE MINI belongs to the BELLE product family.
The glass shade houses a LED integrated light, suitable for reading.
The head is adjustable, up and down, left and right.

MIKADO AP SOLO
The wall light with double illuminating function: atmosphere lighting through the
engraved crystal upper shade and reading light thanks to the specific lens in
the lower part. The body is in vintage effect antiqued brass.
Mikado is compatible with lighting control systems.

BEAM TA
BEAM TA represents a step forward in the evolution of the “task light”. Lamps
for writing desks and bedsides belong to this group. Innovation: Contardi has
chosen to move the light, not the lamp. Through the switch in its three different
phases, the light becomes adjustable and in can be moved in order to suit the
needs of the person that is using it, without having to move the structure.

SOLITARIO SO

(SPOT SPHERE)

The SOLITARIO system, within its versatilty, can also be used as a bedside
reading light, by using the “spot effect” diffuser that narrows the beam
providing the right light for reading. Contardi is pleased to suggest this
alternative solution to the traditional bedside wall lamps, in order to show
how the functionality and the scope are essential and prior.

TECNICHAL SHEET
FLEXILED AP: wall sconce

MANHATTAN AP: wall sconce
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1 x 3 W Custom LED 500 Lm

1 x 3 W Custom LED 500 Lm

DUOS AP: wall sconce

TATA AP: wall sconce
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1 x 35 W GU10 halogen 370 Lm +
1 x 42 W E14 halogen 625 Lm
Suitable for LED or fuorescent bulb

1 x 5 W E27 LED 470 Lm +
1 x 11 W E27 LED 1055 Lm

TECNICHAL SHEET
BELLE AP MINI: wall sconce

UP AP: wall sconce
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1 x 5 W E27 LED 800 Lm

1 x 4 W Custom LED >500 Lm

MIKADO AP SOLO:

BEAM TA:

SOLITARIO SO:

wall sconce

table lamp

suspension lamp
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2 x 4 W Custom LED (tot. 1120 Lm)

2 x 4W Strip LED (tot. 880 Lm)

1 x 8 W GU10 LED
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